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1. Implementation Details

We implemented our method using a single NVIDIA
GeForce RTX 3090Ti GPU with the PyTorch framework
[4]. We use Adam optimizer [3] to optimize the back-view
image and geometric prediction networks. In the back-view
image prediction, we set the learning rate to 10−4, the batch
size to 6, and 14 epochs. In the geometric reconstruction,
we set the learning rate to 4× 10−5, the batch size to 8, and
20 epochs.

2. Training and Testing Details

We provide the pseudo-code of the geometric training
and test procedures in Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2, respec-
tively. Algorithm 3 serves as a supplementary component to
both Algorithms 1 and Algorithm 2. Figure 1 illustrates the
generation process of the geometric model during inference.

3. More Geometric Reconstruction Results

Figure 2 and Figure 3 provide more geometric results to
demonstrate the superiority of our method further. In Fig-
ure 2, the second input image is from Renderpeople [5], and
the other two input images are from 2K2K [2]. Compared
with these methods, our method can effectively reconstruct
loose-fitting clothes and generate more realistic details in
invisible areas. In Figure 3, the first input image is from
2K2K [2], and the other images are from the Internet. Com-
pared with these methods, our method can effectively recon-
struct the geometry of children and generate more realistic
details in invisible areas.
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Algorithm 1: Training
def train(Ia, I ′b, fof gt) :

# Wavelet transform
wavelet gt = DWT (fof gt)
# Encoder image features
feat high, feat low = image encoder (Ia, I ′b)
# Add noise to wavelet gt
t, eps = uniform (0, 1), normal (mean=0, std=1)
wavelet noise = sqrt (alpha cumprod(t)) × wavelet gt + sqrt (1-alpha cumprod(t)) × eps
# Predict wavelet
wavelet pr = Denoise-Net (wavelet noise, feat low, t)
# inverse wavelet transform
fof pr = IWT (wavelet pr)
# fof refinement
fof refine = refine-Net (fof pr, feat high)
# Set loss
loss = loss function (wavelet pr, wavelet gt, fof pr, fof refine, fof gt)
return loss

Algorithm 2: Testing
def test(Ia, I ′b, steps, td=1) :

# steps: sample steps; td: time difference
wavelet t = normal (mean=0, std=1)
# Encoder image features
feat high, feat low = image encoder (Ia, I ′b)
for step in range (steps) :

# Time intervals
t now = 1 - step / steps
t next = max (1 - (step + 1 + td) / steps, 0)
# Predict wavelet from wavelet t
wavelet pr = Denoise-Net (wavelet t, feat low, t now)
# Update wavelet t at t next
wavelet t = update (wavelet t, wavelet pr, t now, t next)

fof pr = IWT (wavelet pr)
fof refine = refine-Net (fof pr, feat high)
return fof refine

Algorithm 3: Update
def alpha cumprod (t, ns=0.0002, ds=0.00025) :

# cosine noise schedule
n = torch.cos((t + ns)/(1 + ds)×math.pi/2)−2

return -torch.log(n-1, eps=1e-5)

def update (wavelet t, wavelet pr, t now, t next) :
αnow = alpha cumprod (t now)
αnext = alpha cumprod (t next)
eps = 1√

1−αnow
× (wavelet t−√

αnow × wavelet pr)

wavelet next =
√
αnext × wavelet pr +

√
1− αnext × eps

return wavelet next
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Figure 1. The geometry generation process during inference.
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Figure 2. Qualitative comparison with state-of-the-art single-view clothed human reconstruction methods: PIFuHD [6], D-IF [8], GTA [9],
ECON [7], and FOF [1].
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Figure 3. Qualitative comparison with state-of-the-art single-view clothed human reconstruction methods: PIFuHD [6], D-IF [8], GTA [9],
ECON [7], and FOF [1].
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